78            THEOSOPHY EXPLAINED
real man wants different bodies to work in those different .
regions. Think of the different material vehicles a persor.
requires to travel in by land, sea or air. On land he has ,
to use a train or carriage of some sort; on water a ship is .
necessary, while in the air a balloon or an aeroplane is ,
required. In these cases though the vehicle is changed [
to suit the requirements, the person himself remains,
the same.
During our waking hours we work through our
physical body, but in sleep we temporarily slip out of that
body every night and go about in the astral world in the
astral vehicle. When we die, we leave behind us for good
the physical body and work in the astral plane with the
astral body. Similarly, the mental and causal bodies are
required for work—concrete and abstract thoughts—in
the lower and higher mental plane's respectively.   Of
course under the cover of these wrappings the light of the
real man, the individual, is greatly obscured. Just as the
light of a lamp appears dim and of a dull colour when we
put a chimney, a globe and a coloured shade round the
flame, so the real man, though a spark from the great
Flame which is God, appears quite different when clothed
in so many coverings, and shines out with more or less of
his brightness according as the bodies he puts on consist
of finer or coarser materials.
Q. Tell me something about each of these bodies.
First, what is the causal body^ and why is it so called ?
Ans. The causal or the intellectual body, the body of
Manas, the form aspect of the individual, of the true man,
is the permanent vehicle of the ego in the higher mental
world and consists of the matter of the first three sub-
divisions of that world. Everything woven into it endures.
It is the treasure-house in which are stored up all the

